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Abstract
The assumption.that the internal energy of a molecule is randomised on a
time scale short compared to the reaction time is at the heart of modern theories of
unimolecular reaction. In applying such theories it is necessary to decide the
volume of phase space in which the energy is assumed to be randomised. The
question of whether the Krotational quantum number is conserved impacts on
that choice. The conceptual sequence from experimental spectra, through
analysis, and interpretation in terms of K relaxation is described below.
At low resolution, intramolecular vibrational energy randomisation results
in the broadening of the features of infrared absorption spectra. At high
resolutim in bound systems, such broadened features are revealed to be clumps

of discrete lines, each of which is a transition to a molecular eigenstate. Since the
discrete lines can be assigned by spectroscopic means, the erroneous assignment
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of inhomogeneous broadening to rate processes can be avoided. Each clump of
eigenstates is characterised by its dilution factor, interaction width, and effective
level density. Examples include the infrared spectra of ethanol and 1-butyne in
the 3 micron region.
The interpretation of molecular eigenstate spectra involves several
conceptual stages: (1) identification of the bright state which would be prepared
by the coherent excitation of a certain section of spectrum, (2) evaluation of the
rate of energy transfer out of the bright state, (3) use of ,the rotational quantum
number dependence of the spectra and the trends among related systems to
deduce the mechanisms by which the bright state is coupled to the bath, and (4)
modelling the spectra with random matrix calculations in order to determine the
average coupling parameters for anharmonic coupling and x, y, and z-type
Coriolis interactions.
The random matrix simulations provide the opportunity to address the title
questions.. The simulations focused particularly on rotationally-mediated
vibrational relaxation and were constrained to obey the rotational quantum
number dependence of the Coriolis interaction. For ethanol, when the system is
w

prepared with a specific K quantum number, one finds that K is not conserved
but neither is the population completely randomised among the 21+1 available K
states even at long times. The time needed for the final'(non-random) distribution
among K-states to be achieved is typically on the.order of a nanosecond even
though the energy leaves the bright state an order of magnitude more quickly.
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Introduction

The central assumption in the RRKM theory of unimolecular reactions is

that the energy distribution within energised molecules is randomised on a time

scale short compared to the reaction time. The randomisation is constrained by
the conservation of the total energy, E,and total angular momentun, J. In most
applications,l it is assumed that the projections, K a or K,, of the angular
momentum on a molecule-fixed axis are ramdomised as well as the vibrations.
An alternative to this "K-active" approach is the "K-adiabatic" approach in which

these projections are treated as conserved quantities. 1

In specific cases29 3, there is evidence that. the relaxation of the K a and

K, quantum numbers may not be complete. The lack of complete energy
randomisation could be apparent because the Ka and K, quantum numbers relax
too slowly to complete with the reaction rate or intrinsic in the sense that the
whole .of phase space consistent with E and J would not be explored by the
collisionless molecu€eeven atlong times.
The question of whether or not K a and K, are conserved affects the
dynamics of unimolecular reaction in a number of ways. For example, consider
the case of a near-prolate asymmetric top molecule in which the rotational
constant A is much larger than B.or C and consider only K 5 K,.
First, we note that the rate of the reaction may depend on the extent that K

is conserved. A thermal distribution of rotational levels populates mainly states
with K<<J. After randomisation of K,there will be a comparable probability of
the system having. K=J which tiesup several kgT of the available activation
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energy as rotation (since A>>B ,C).

Therefore, the thermally averaged

unimolecular rate constant would be expected to be lower when K is randomised
than when it is conserved.2 Conversely, for a state-selected experiment with

K=J, relaxation of K would liberate energy into vibration and therefore enhance
the observed rate. Additional effects on the rate are detailed in a review.I

Furthermore, the relaxation of K implies a change in the orientation of the
molecule relative to the angular momentum vector, J. his affects the pattern of
the classical rotational motion 49 5 with consequent implications for the angular
distribution of the products, other vector properties of the reaction, and the effect
of centrifugal distortion on the transition state.
Some of the most precise information we have about K relaxation in the
ground state of isolated polyatomic molecules comes from eigenstate-resolved
molecular spectroscopy 6-8. The energy level scheme for such an experiment is
shown in Fig, 1. The couplings responsible for intramolecular vibrational
redistribution (IVR)cause a bright state to be mixed with the manifold of dark
bath states. The' result is a manifold of molecular eigenstates which may be
explicitly resolved in a high resolution spectrum. Each eigenstate appears in the
spectrum with g.n intensity determined by the amount of bright state character
which it contains. Such frequency resolved experiments do not initiate any timedependent energy randomisation processes, but they directly provide information
about the interactions between the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom
within the molecule. The eigenstate-resolvedspectra also provide the information
needed to calculate the time-dependent results following a specific (but
hypothetical) coherent excitation of the molecule.

'
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Since the eigenstate-resolved infrared spectra of ethanol and 1-butyne
supply the basis for the present exploration of K relaxation, it is useful to review
those results. Clumps of molecular eigenstates (Fig. 1) were observed for each

of the J, Ka,Kc rotational quantum numbers populated in the jet. From-each
clump, three measures of IVR were extracted: The frrst is the dilution factor given
by

where Ii is the intensity of the ith eigenstate in a particular clump. The dilution
factor is the reciprocal of the effective number of interacting levels. The factor of

2 in eq. (1) takes into account that in these molecules there are 2 nuclear spin
species which are not rigorously assigned by the experiment. The second
measure is the interaction width A&evaluated as the Lorentzian-equivalent full-

width-at-half-maximum of the clump. The third measure of IVR is the effective
level density pCegfound in the spectrum. The effective density PCegCan vary

from the vibrational level densityp, when the energy randomisation spans the
whole of the vibrational phase space up to prv=(2J+I)pv when it explores the
whole of the rotation-vibration phase space.
The trends found for the variation of the dilution factor with K (=Kc)
and J are shown in Fig. 2 . Both molecules have @d<lat J=O implying the
existence of anharmonic interactions. The dilution factor in both molecules
declines with K which is the signature expected for z-type Coriolis interactions.
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The decline is stronger in ethanol than in 1-butyne indicating that the z-type
Coriolis interactions are stronger in ethanol than in 1-butyne. In ethanol, @d
declines with J implying x,y-type Coriolis coupling. However, in 1-butyne,
there is no clear trend with J indicating that x,y-type Coriolis interactions are not

important in the range of J studied. These trends provide most directly
information about the interaction of the bright state with the bath (vsn in Fig. 1).

For 1-butyne, pCegis about twice pv ;in ethanol, it is higher but still less than
prv. The effective densities provide some insight into the extent of Coriolis

coupling amung the bath states (vm in Fig. 1).
In order to model the spectra and to estimate the matrix elements for each
type of coupling, random matrix calculations were undertaken 10, 11. The
zeroth order states in the calculations were divided into W+1 tiers according to
the possible combinations of Ka and Kc at a given J. The states within each tier
were coupled by offdiagonal anharmonic matrix elements. The coupling
between tiers was made to scale with the known rotational quantum number
dependence of the Coriolis effect. The vibrational parts of the matrix elements
were treated statistically and chosen as random numbers from a zero-centred
Gaussian distribution.
One of the zeroth order states was chosen to be the bright state and model
parameters were chosen to describe its root-mean-square average coupling
strength to the bath. Separate model parameters were chosen for the anharmonic,
.

z-type Coriolis, and x,y-type Coriolis interactions. Because the subject
molecules were near-prolate asymmetric tops, no attempt was made to determine
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separate x- and y-type Coriolis coupling parameters, and accordingly, these were
set equal in all calculations. This left three coupling parameters to describe the
interaction of the bright state with the bath. Three additional parameters were
chosen to model the interactions among the bath states. Of these, the anharmonic
coupling among the bath states was set at a large value to insure that the
vibrational identities of the eigenstates were scrambled relative to the zeroth-order
states and so that the results of the calculation became basis-set-independent.
Ensembles of ma&ces were diagonalized for each combination of bright

state rotational quantum numbers represented in the experiments. The synthetic
spectra from individual diagonalized matrices could not be expected to agree with
the experimental spectra on a line-for-line basis because of the use of random
numbers in the calculation. Rather, the three measures of IVR mentioned above

were extracted from the synthetic spectra, and ensemble average values were
compared to the experiment. The model parameters were then varied to obtain
satisfactory agreement. In some cases it was possible, as a check on the
assumptions of the calculation, to compare the distributions of the three measures
with experiment as well as the average values.

In this paper, we employ random matrix calculations together with the
previously determined model parameters to provide answers to the title questions
for ethanol and for 1-butyne. The calculation is described in Section II. Sections

III and IV address the questions, 'How much of rotational phase space is
explored?' and 'How much time is necded?', respectively. Finally, the
conclusions are summarised in Section V.

11. Method
(a) Basis functions

The basis functions are the product of vibrational and rotational parts1':
InJKY) =
The vibrational functions,

pn)lJm)-

[an),
are random vectors determined implicitly by the

(2)

selection of the vibrational coupling matrix elements from a Gaussian
distribution. The rotational functions, IJKy), are modified1 Wang symmetric
rigid rotor wave functions:

IJK=
~ ~)- X P ( K - ~ ) / ~ ( ~ J +
K (-~)YIJ
)
-K))
= IJK)

for K > o
for K = O

The label y is 0 or 1 for the symmetric or asymmetric combinations of the
symmetric rotor functions respectively. For each J ,there are W+l rotational
functions IJ K ~.)

One of the basis functions, IsJK'y'), is designated as the bright state.
Throughout the paper, the vibrational label s and the single-primed quantum
numbers K'and f a r e used to designate the bright state.
(b) Random matrix calculations

The calculations for 1-butyne and ethanol used the previously
determinedl coupling parameters (Table 1). The bright-bath coupling
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(3)

parameters were best determined from the fit, and a rough estimate of the Coriolis
coupling among the bath states was possible by matching the experimental
density of states at high J. The method used to obtain the coupling parameterslo,

is used again here with two significant changes. In fitting the experimental

spectra, weak lines in each synthetic spectrum were discarded in order to simulate
the experimental signal-to-noise. In this work, all lines are kept to best represent
the molecular behaviour. Also in fitting the experiments, pairs of synthetic
spectra were superimposed to simulate the presence of the two experimentally
unassigned nuclear spin species. Here the synthetic spectra are analysed one at a
time so that these results represent true pure sequence spectra.
Each random Hamiltonian matrix couples only basis functions of the
same J and the same rotation-vibrationsymmetry in the molecular symmetry
group Gg. The basis states in each matrix are grouped into W+1 tiers

representing each of the possible combinations of K and 7 The rotational
selection rules for z-type Coriolis coupling are M = O and
Coriolis coupling are AK&L

w,and for x,y-type

For 1-butyne and ethanol, each tier contained

Nv=50 and 40 different vibrational basis functions respectively. The overall
matrix dimension varied bekeen 40 and 360 according to N=(2J+1)Nv. For
each combination of bright state rotational quantum numbers, J, K: f, 32
instances of the random matrix were chosen from the ensemble and diagonalized.
(c) K relaxation
Let us imagine an experiment which prepares the bright state, IsJK'y'), at
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some initial time t=O.Such an experiment could involve the coherent excitation of
a clump of eigenstates by an ultrashort infrared laser pulse. Subsequent to the

preparation, rotational as well as vibrational relaxation will occur. The

probability PKyof finding the system with the rotational quantum numbers K',f
will decay with time and probability will accumulate in other rotational states.

The random matrix calculation contains the information needed to predict the flow
of population among the 2J+1 rotational states of a given J.
The eigenstates may be written as

Iyk)=ccnkldKy)
n

where the index n runs over the full dimension of the matrix. With the basis
functions specified by eq. (2) and (3), all of the matrix elements, both
anharmonic and Coriolis, are real, and therefore the coefficients c k are also real.
The initially prepared state is

Iy(t=O))=Cc~lyk)=Cc~Ec~l~Ky)=ISJK'YI)
k

k

n

and the time evolution is
lY(t))= e-iH'lsJK'y')
k

Projecting the temporally evolving wave packet onto the basis state IdKy) and
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To find the total probability P K ~ t of
) the system having the quantum numbers K
and 3/, we sum the above quantity over all vibrations in that tier:
I

Finally, this result is ensemble averaged over 32 random matrices to obtain
pKy(t)

>-

The calculations were done on an IBM SP2 parallel computer at the
Argonne National Laboratory. The work was divided so that the computations
for each J , K: f bright state were done on a different node of the machine. Each
node has 128 MB of memory and is rated for a peak performance of 250

MELOPS. Efficient evaluation of eq. (8) was crucial to the overall speed of the
calculations. Both the real and imaginary trigonometric components of the
exponential function were calculated at each time step from t=O to 1000 ps in 1 ps
steps. In this way computation of a double sum over k.was avoided. In addition,
the trigonometric functions were calculated recursively from their values at t=o

thereby reducing the number of function calls by a factor of about 1000. With
this implementation, calculation of the< p K y ( t ) > curves for one bright state on
one node of the SP2 took a few minutes.

111. How much of rotational phase space is expiored?
In the v i 6 asymmetric methyl C-H stretch band of 1-butyne, no evidence
was found for x or y-type Coriolis coupling and therefore the corresponding

coupling parameters were set to zero in the calculation.. Accordingly, K‘ is a
good quantum number in the domain studied and regions of phase space with K

&’ are not explored. It should be noted, however, that the x,y-type Coriolis
interaction in 1-butyne is probably not rigorously zero and at higher J or in
energy regions with a higher density of states K may no longer be a good
quantum number.
There is, however, measurable z-type Coriolis coupling in this band. The
z-type Coriolis interaction couples bath states with K=K’ but with

w.For

K=O,the z-type Coriolis interaction is zero so the maximum density of coupled
levels in the presence of anharmonic coupling is pv. For K’S,consider a bright
state with f=O.

Bath states with y=Omay be coupled by anharmonic coupling as

above to give a level density of pv. The bright state is also coupled by the z-type
Coriolis interaction to a tier with ~1 .which also has a level density of pv. The
total possible density of coupled levels for the 1-butyne K‘M bright states is then

2pv. This doubling of the coupled level density on going from K’=O to K’=1,2
was in fact observed in both the experiments and in the random matrix
calculations.
On the other hand in the v 14 asymmetric methyl C-H stretch band of
ethanol, all types of Coriolis coupling are observable and K’is not a good
quantum number. The final state distributions from the random matrix
calculation are shown in Fig. 3. While all K states are populated to an
appreciable extent, the distributions are non-statistical reflecting a memory of the
initial preparation.
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There are two conceptually distinct contributions to the memory of the
initial preparation. First, there is a significant probability that the system will

remain in the bright state even at long times. This effect is seen clearly in Fig. 3

as a peak in each distribution at the bright state K (open square). The distribution
considering the bath states only (solid squares) is relatively smooth indicating that
it is the bright state itself that is responsible for the peak in each distribution. The
average residual population in the bright state at long times is just the dilution
factor and therefore it can be determined directly from fully resolved experimental
spectra.
The second contribution is the incomplete equilibration among the bath K
states. At the statistical limit the population of each K,y combination would be

1/(2J + 1). The actual populations differ from the statistical limit by as much as a
factor of two. his aspect of thelong time memory of the initial preparation
cannot be derived from the available spectra without the modelling of the Coriolis
effect as has been done here.
The distinction between the two contributions is useful in understanding
how the memory of the initial preparation scales with the rotational quantum
numbers of the bright state. From Fig. 2, the residual population in the bright
state (@d)decreases with J and K: This reflects the increase in the Coriolis
coupling matrix elements with J and K’and also the increase in the total state
density with J.
On the other hand at J=l (not shown in Fig. 3)7the population
distribution among the bath Kstates is very nearly statistical. In the range
J=2,3,4, the deviation from statistical is substantial and is approximately
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independent of J. The final distribution among the bath states is subject to two
competing effects which approximately balance each other: (i) the increase in the
Coriolis matrix elements with J, and (ii) the requirement of more stages of

Coriolis coupling (M+l each step) to reach all possible K at higher J. As K’
in creases in the range 0,1,2, the deviation from statistical decreases slightly.
We would expect an increase in the vibrational density of states to reduce
both contributions to the long time memory of the initial preparation. Such a
change could be brought about increasing the mass of the molecule or by going

to higher energies.

N.How long does it take?
For reference, the relaxation profrles (eq. 8) for J=O of ethanol are shown
in Fig. 4. Clearly only anharmonic coupling is active here. The average
population of the bath states reaches the steady state level after 400 ps.
For the J=2, K’=O bright state (Fig. 5), the decay of the bright state is
much faster because of the onset of x,y-type Coriolis coupling. The first
population build-up is in the K=l states which reach their steady-state population
before 100 ps. Also with a linear onset, but on a longer time scale, is the
population of K=O bath states. The K=O bath states are mainly populated directly
from K’=O by anharmonic coupling but may also have some contribution from
the indirect Coriolis route, K”=O+ K=l

+K=O.

The rise of population in K=2

is quadratic for the first 50 ps consistent with the second order process K’=O +
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K=l

+K=2.

.The K=2 population continues to rise for 500 ps before it reaches

its steady state level.
The pattern is similar for the J d ,K’=O bright state (Fig. 6) except that
there is a greater spread between the shortest and longest rise times. The rise of
K=l from x,y-type Coriolis coupling is even faster, and is followed by the
slower, but still linear, rise of the K=O bath states from anharmonic coupling. As
expected, the K d population rises with an initial quartic dependence reflecting

four stages of M=+l coupling and continues to increase out to 1ns. Even
though the x,y-type Coriolis coupling is stronger at J d than at J=2 and the
bright state decay is faster, more time is needed for the highest K state to reach
its final population.

..

For the K’=O bright states, there is very little disequilibrium evident
between the @ and 1 tiers of the same K because the x- and y-type Coriolis
coupling parameters were set equal in the calculation and therefore they are
populated at an equal rate from K=O. Also the

w and 1 tiers are coupled by the

rather strong z-type Coriolis interaction so that any disequilibrium that might arise
would be quickly damped out.
An additional feature occurs for the J d , K’=l,

f=O bright state (Fig. 7).

The z-type Coriolis interaction couples this state directly to the K=l, ~1 bath
states so these states rapidly increase in population. On the other hand, the K=l,
@ bath states can only be populated directly by anharmonic coupling which is

much weaker and therefore the population of these states increases more slowly.
The result is a substantial disequilibrium between the K=l,

w,l tiers during the

first 100 ps but this is largely damped out by 200 ps. Once again, about 1 ns is

required for the K=4 bath states to attain their final population.
The divergence of the fastest and slowest relaxation times with increasing

J has impoaant implications for the scaling of K relaxation time with temperature
and molecular size. The divergence can be quantified by considering relaxation
times evaluated as the lle time needed to approach the long time limit.12

Although the use of the "1le"value suggests an exponential approach to the
asymptotic limit, it should be recognised that many of the curves are not
exponential in form. This approach simply provides a convenient measure of the
time scales involved.
The decay time of the J=l, K'=O bright state (not shown) is 155 ps and
the rise time of the K=l bath states is 159 ps. Since these levels are directly

Coriolis-coupled, it is not surprising that the two times are very similar. The
classical rotational period for that bright state is 57 ps, implying that only 2.7
classical rotations are needed for the bright state to decay. If we think of the
classical rotational period as a conceptual limit on the Coriolis relaxation time,
then these ethanol relaxation times are reasonably fast. The decay time of the

J=4, K'=O bright state is 30 ps and the rise time of the K=4 bath states is 488 ps.
At higher rotational temperatures, higher J will be populated, but from
the geometry of the molecule (A >> (B+C)/2), we will still have <J> >> <K>.

One would expect, then, an even faster decay of the bright state, but also an even
longer equilibration time for the most distant K's.
Consider a larger or heavier molecule of similar geometry and IVR
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properties. At J=l,the classical rotation time will be longer and therefore the
bright state might decay more slowly. On the other hand, higher J states will be
thermally populated at the same temperature so the decay rate of a J close to the
peak of the thermal distribution will have a larger increase relative to J=l.
However, for the build-up of distant high K bath states, both of these effects
work in the same direction. The slow classical rotation means a slow relaxation

time at J=l,and the higher Ss in the thermal distribution means even slower
equilibration of the highest ICs.

Conclusions
Before making conclusions from these results, it should be recognised
that the random matrix calculations are a major conceptual step removed from the
experiments and that the experimental spectra contain only a limited range of J
and K: The present results are, however, substantially constrained by the
experiments and by the rotational quantum number dependence of the Coriolis
effect. The random matrix calculations serve to build these constraints into a

consistent picture.
Further, we can examine the coupling parameters obtained to see that they
are physically reasonable. For ethanol, the Coriolis bath-bath couplings are
similar to the bright-bath couplings of the same type (about 2/3 in each case). In
comparing the z-type and the x,y-type Coriolis coupling strengths, we can see
that the dimensionless ratios
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G q s /B+C
( ~ )= 0.035
G=/(A

- y)= 0.037

are rather similar. The values of the bright-bath Coriolis parameters,Gvs and
Gm, are taken from Table 1.
Although the final state distributions and time dependent profdes should
not be relied upon to be quantitatively accurate, the qualitative trends observed
should be indicative of the behaviour of these molecules and also give an idea of
what to look for in other systems. To our knowledge, data of the type
summarised in Fig. 3 - 7, are not yet directly available from any experiment.
It should be noted that both ethanol and 1-butyne are near-prolate

asymmetric rotors (e
-0.91, -0.96). In more asymmetric molecules, the K

states may be significantly mixed by asymmetry terms in the rigid rotor
Hamiltonian in steps of Md2. Asymmetry mixing is not important in the
present calculation1 but it increases with J and will be particularly important for
systems with PO.
The following conclusions are drawn:
(1) In both 1-butyne and ethanol, there is some collisionless rotational

relaxation as well as vibrational relaxation at energies near 3000 cm-1. The
extent of the rotational relaxation is quite different in the two molecules, but in
neither molecule does the relaxation lead to a fiial distribution which is
completely statistical. That is, at long times there is a memory of the initial
preparation. Some insight has been offered as to how this memory might scale
with molecular size, shape and energy.

(2) After a specific K state is prepared, the population propagates

through K-spaceantil the dynamics are frozen out by the finite density of states.
Even when the decay of the initial state is rapid (e.g., at high 3,the attainment of

the final distribution may take a nanosecond or longer.
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Table 1. Coupling parametersa

bright-bath coupling

bath-bath coupling

anharmonic

0.0065

0.130b

z-type Coriolis / K

0.003

0.020

x,y-type Coriolis

0

0

anharmonic

0.0075

0.150b

z-type Coriolis / K

0.030

0.020c

0.01 1

0.0075

1-Butyne

Ethanol

x,y-type Coriolisd / +[(J T K ) ( J K +

.

a Root-mean-square average of a zero-centred Gaussian distribution of matrix
elements. Values are multiplied by the rotational quantum number dependences
shown and selection rules followed.
b Set to a large value to ensure that the vibrational indentity of the eigenstates is
scrambled.
C The ethanol results were

not sensitive to this parameter so it was fixed at the

same value as found for 1-butyne.
d For K=O,multiply by
-

-
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Energy level scheme for IVR. The length of the line representing each
eigenstate indicates the intensity with which it would appear in a fully resolved
spectrum.
Fig. 2. Experimental dilution factors from the 1-butyne V I 6 asymmetric methyl

C-H stretch band (open circles) and from the corresponding ethanol v 14 band
(solid circles). The lines simply connect the points as a guide to the eye. Those

.

shown as a function of K (left) have been averaged over the available range of J,
and those shown as a function of J (right) have been averaged over K=O,l.
Fig. 3. Ensemble average final rotational state distributions. Bright states are
labelled as JK.. The probabilities of the bath states only are indicated by solid
squares. For the bright state in each pannel, the total probability, including the
bright state, is indicated with an open square. The lines are the statistical
probabilities (Le., 1/(2J+l)).
Fig. 4. Ensemble average probabilities for rotational states of ethanol as a
function of time following a coherent excitation of the J=O bright state.
Fig. 5. Ensemble average probabilities for rotational states of ethanol as a
function of time following a coherent excitation of the J=2, K’=O bright state.
Key to shading: dark is the bright state; light is bath states with

w;medium

(plotted behind the light) is bath states with ~ 1 .

Fig. 6. Ensemble average probabilities for rotation 1 kites of ethanol as a
function of time following a coherent excitation of the J=4, K’=O bright stat&
The key is the same as for Fig. 5.
Fig. 7. Ensemble average probabilities for rotational states of ethanol as a

.

function of time following a coherent excitation of the J d , K’=l, f=O bright

state. The key is the same as for Fig. 5.
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